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Abstract

Public transit is a complex system with various factors that affect its service and use, such as

regional geography, socioeconomic factors, land uses, and demographic characteristics. This

paper aims to only examine and discuss the role of design in the public transit experience and

apply more contemporary approaches of design that goes beyond traditional functionality at bus

stops. The topic of bus stop design is significant because previous studies have shown that design

plays an important role in maintaining and increasing ridership by improving public perception

of transit. Improvements in the immediate physical urban environment can also encourage other

modes of active transportation. Through an analysis of preliminary pilot study data and an

in-depth literature review into the role, components, and techniques of bus stop design, feasible

approaches of design are extracted and applied to local bus stop sites in Tucson, Arizona.

Beyond implementation, this paper hopes to convey that bus stop improvements should be

approached with moderation—considering what is truly needed based on ridership volume, price

point, availability of space, technological advancements, or other extraneous factors. This study

ultimately is of the view that the bus stop is a complex yet rarely studied space full of

opportunity and hopes that novel approaches in design will take advantage of said opportunities

to turn transit zones into coveted community spaces rather than zones of lower value.

Keywords: bus stop design, metrics, placemaking, urban design, waiting experience
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Applying Design Improvement Guidelines for Bus Stops in Tucson, AZ

1 Introduction and Problem Statement

Public transit is a complex system with various factors that affect its service and use such as

regional geography, socioeconomic factors (e.g. employment, income, access to cars, etc.), land

uses, and demographic characteristics (Zhang, 2012; Brovarone, 2020; Taylor, Miller, Iseki, &

Fink, 2009). These interrelated factors make it difficult to separate and adapt the different

elements to suit passengers’ needs and preferences (Brovarone, 2020). Although challenging to

separate the elements of public transit, this paper aims to only examine and discuss the role of

design in the public transit experience, specifically the waiting experience at public transit

stations (PTS)1.

Generally speaking, public transit stations are considered functional elements of the transit

system, with their designs based on technical parameters and standardization. From an urban

design perspective, however, public transit stations and facilities can be considered important

components of place that can improve public transit experience and go beyond functional

elements that guarantee efficient mobility. Public transit stations must be clearly recognizable,

comfortable, and integrated into the urban landscape to achieve this (Brovarone, 2020).

1.1 Aim of Study

This paper assesses preliminary data from a pilot study conducted at the University of Arizona

campus, supports the findings with literature on PTS design and urban design techniques, and

applies the techniques to stations in Tucson to include placemaking components for bus stops

1 This paper focuses on bus stops and uses the terms ‘public transit stations (PTS)’ and ‘bus stops’ interchangeably.
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that go beyond functionality.

1.2 Research Questions

The present study aims to answer four research questions:

1. What is a good bus stop?

2. What is the importance of good design at PTS?

3. What techniques can be used to achieve good design?

4. How can a different design approach improve the waiting experience at bus stops?

The following sections will outline the methodology used, review findings and results, and

discuss how transit stop design can be improved through various design concepts.

2 Methodology

This paper utilizes a mixed-methods approach—literature review and pilot study analysis—to

answer the research questions. The rationale for using this approach includes the benefit of

drawing upon both qualitative data (e.g., observations, documents, and interviews) and

quantitative data (e.g., survey responses and ridership trends), and to achieve convergent and

mutually corroborative results to support findings. The mixed-methods approach also allows for

increased comprehensiveness, offsets weaknesses from methods when used in isolation, and

provides contextual meaning to the research (Schoonenboom & Johnson, 2017).

2.1 Pilot Study

A pilot study conducted on the University of Arizona CatTran (on-campus shuttle) examined the

possible role of shelters (and other transit stop amenities) on ridership mediated by passenger
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waiting experience based on exposure to weather conditions through a cross-sectional

mixed-methods approach. Primary data was collected through a questionnaire developed through

Qualtrics software and distributed to a sample population of the target audience—University of

Arizona students who ride the CatTran. Most importantly, the study provided insightful data on

the needs and wants of passengers regarding transit amenities.

2.2 Literature Review

The literature review is a comprehensive study-specific review that aims to answer the research

questions while contextualizing the relationship between PTS amenities, design

principles/concepts, and the overall quality of an urban space. The study-specific review

examines existing literature about considerations to be taken for the design process. Literature

was first searched through Google Scholar and the University of Arizona Libraries website with

keywords such as: ‘bus stop architecture,’ ‘bus stop urban design,’ ‘bus stop user experience,’

and ‘bus stop design guidelines.’ Table 1. below summarizes and organizes the keywords used by

themes. A secondary iteration was conducted through forwards and backward snowballing to add

to the literature reviewed (Wohlin, 2014).

Due to comparatively scarce literature in this study area, sources for literature collection ranged

from manuals, guidelines, articles, and reports for the design of PTS produced by magazines

dedicated to public transportation, federally funded research programs, theses and dissertations,

and scholarly work produced by graduate and senior undergraduate students. Articles were not

required to be peer-reviewed due to this circumstance.
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Table 1. Keywords by Themes

Theme Keywords

Public transit Incentive, amenities, ridership, importance

Bus Stop Urban design, architecture, design guidelines, redesign, smart bus
stops, design goals

Comfort Waiting environment, user experience, waiting experience (at bus
stops)

Public Realm (Bus stop) placemaking, community space

2.3 Case Studies

Parallel to the literature review and pilot study analysis, findings regarding elements of good

design were selectively chosen to illustrate feasible improvements to bus stops in Tucson,

Arizona. Note that the selection of case studies is non-exhaustive and are simply used to

highlight what can be improved upon, not discounting the plans that the city has for considerable

improvements listed in their strategic transit plan.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Pilot Study

3.1.1 Summary

A pilot study was conducted in 2020 on the University of Arizona campus to study the

relationship between heat exposure, transit stop amenities, and transit ridership through a

cross-sectional mixed-methods approach. A review of the current literature was first conducted

to determine if there was a correlational relationship between heat exposure, transit stop

amenities, and transit ridership. Primary data was then collected through a questionnaire

developed through Qualtrics software and distributed to a sample population of the target
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audience—University of Arizona students who ride the CatTran (free on-campus bus).

3.1.2 Summary of Literature Review

The pilot study’s literature review evaluated past research regarding the relationship between

heat exposure, transit stop amenities, and transit ridership. Table 2. below summarizes the

findings.

Table 2. Summary of Literature Review

Source Findings

Talbott, 2011 1. Ridership doubled at bus stops with amenities (compared to those
without amenities) in cities like Greensboro, North Carolina, and
Seattle, Washington; ridership quadrupled in Kansas City, Missouri

Arishi et. al,
2017

1. 90% of survey respondents preferred to stay in the shade while
waiting for the bus

2. Riders at bus stops without shade reported feeling ‘extremely hot’
3.5 times more and ‘very uncomfortable’ 2 times more than riders
at shaded bus stops

Miao, Welch, &
Sriraj, 2019

1. Sheltered bus stops were found to have slightly higher ridership
compared to unsheltered bus stops during extreme low and high
temperatures

2. Riders with longer wait times [were] more attracted to facilities
with reduced exposure to weather.

3.1.3 Analysis and Findings

The on-campus pilot study studied functional amenities at CatTran stops such as shade, trees,

and seats. The results showed that shade was ranked the most important amenity with 8 out of 18

respondents ranking it as ‘very important’; trees were ranked as ‘slightly important’ by 6 out of

18 respondents; seats were found to be the least important amenity to riders with 7 out of 18

respondents ranking it as ‘not important.’
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These findings are in line with Ewing’s (2001) visual preference survey on bus stops to identify

important stop features. The study asked transit riders, non-riders, and planners to compare 50

pairs of bus stops and to select which they would prefer to wait at from each pair. The most

important features were found to be a shelter, a bench, trees at the stop, a curb, trees along the

sidewalk leading to the stop, and the setback of the stop from the street edge.

Other amenities that riders wanted to see at CatTran stops were garbage cans, recycling bins,

hand sanitizer, and information about updated CatTran hours. The majority of respondents also

reported that the presence or increase of amenities at CatTran stops were ‘likely’ or ‘very likely’

to improve their waiting experience. Figure 2 and 3 provides a graphic illustration of the results.

Overall, the pilot study found that the presence/increase of functional amenities at bus stops can

positively affect passengers’ perceived waiting experience and encourage ridership. The study

also provided insightful data on the needs and wants of passengers regarding transit amenities.

The following sections will continue to explore transit amenities at bus stops through an urban

design perspective to understand amenities that go beyond functionality.
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Figure 1.  Graph of Importance of Amenities to Riders (n=18)
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3.2 Literature Review

3.2.1 What is a Good Bus Stop?

This section will review different types of metrics developed by transit authorities and in prior

research to assess bus stop performance. To focus on the design aspect, bus stop metrics that

evaluated performance based on quantitative data (e.g. total ridership, total operating costs per

passenger, rate of injuries and/or fatalities involving transit vehicles, etc.) were excluded from

the search. Metrics that focused on qualitative aspects, but may still include quantitative

measurements, were considered relevant and included in this review.

The first metric is one that provides a basic schematic outline of what constitutes a good bus

stop. This is a prime example of a function-only bus stop that most transit agencies design. A

simple checklist can be used to gauge if a bus stop fulfills the design criteria. Table 3. below

summarizes the metric.

Table 3. Texas Transportation Institute (1990) Shelter Area Design Metric

Considerations Elements

1. User safety and security - Transparent material for shelter walls
- Presence of other street furniture, such as waste receptacles,

information kiosks, newspaper dispensers, telephones, and postal boxes
- Provision of adequate lighting
- Landscaping that minimizes the possibility of a person hiding in the

shelter or surrounding area

2. Location that does not
interfere with driver sightlines

- Landscaping that provides good visibility of the shelter and
- orient at least one entrance/exit toward street

3. Allowances for elderly and
handicapped individuals

- Provision of seating areas
- Presence of sidewalk or concrete pad of adequate size

4. Weather - Waterproof canopy
- Orient doorway away from prevailing winds
- Locate a reasonable distance from storm sewer inlets
- Provision for adequate drainage especially in areas of heavy boarding/

alighting activities
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The second metric from Ruggeri (2013) includes considerations of safety and maintenance,

cleanliness, imageability and vitality of bus stops, which he refers to as “issues of livability at the

transit stop.” He then introduces a “livability audit” that analyzes bus stop performance through

visual counts and assessments based on the perceived conditions of the stop’s immediate

surroundings. Results of the audit were analyzed by standardizing and scaling the data to range

from 0 - 100, with 100 points representing the highest-rated sites. Table 4. provides the definition

and measures used in Ruggeri’s audit.

The final metric is extracted from Ewing’s (2001) data analysis methodology for a visual

preference survey administered to determine which PTS design features were most significant.

Compared to Ruggeri’s count-based performance measures through a mostly binary

measurement. He also analyzes variables related to viewers of the visual preference survey—this

is considered irrelevant to the subject of this paper and omitted. Table 5. lists the explanatory

variables extracted from the visuals slides used for analysis.

The explanatory variables were treated as continuous and analyzed through a multiple-regression

analysis to determine which features increased the likelihood of a bus stop being chosen in the

survey—representing what the sample group perceived to be “good” bus stops.

This section provided a general overview of metrics that range from function-only to more

comprehensive measures that take environmental and placemaking qualities into account.

Comparing the metrics, we see that only Ewing (2001) and Ruggeri (2013)’s metrics consider

how the surrounding environment of a PTS affects the community, and public perception of
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Table 4. Ruggeri’s (2013) Livability Audit Definitions and Measures

1. Imageability The quality of a place that makes it recognizable
and memorable. Shape, color, or arrangement
facilitate the making of vivid mental maps of the
environment

No. of courtyards, parks, plazas                 buildings with distinct facades
unique/ freestanding buildings         buildings with complex shapes
buildings w/ high-use intensity        buildings with use singularity
large-scale natural landscape landmarks
sculptural/pictorial/architectural/wayfinding elements

Proportion of architecture with a common style/form/aesthetic

2. Transparency
Safety
Perception
Maintenance

Transparency is the degree to which people can see
or perceive human activity or what lies beyond
building facades and street edges.
Safety is related to a place where one feels unlikely
to be at risk of danger or injury
Maintenance is important perceptions of safety

No. of locally undesirable land uses
Proportion of the buildings with transparent facades
Level of cleanliness and maintenance (very dissatisfactory → very satisfactory)
Presence of transit infrastructure:
Emergency call-boxes         Stop signs Curb ramps/ADA-accessible ramps
Adequate lighting                Timetables Marked pedestrian crossings
Recycling bins                     City maps Electronic displays

3. Enclosure The degree to which streets and other public spaces
are visually defined by buildings, walls, trees, and
other vertical elements

Depth of sight lines Presence of windows
Proportion of sky Height of buildings
Vertical elements present within 10’ of bus stop (benches and curb do not count)

4. Human
Experience

Human scale of the physical structures around the
transit stop; include presence of street furniture,
level of noise and other qualities that affect human
experience.

Consistent noise level rating (very noisy → very quiet)
Visible street furniture:

Benches         Bike racks           Planters Tables
Bollards         Phone booths      Water fountains Pedestrian-scale street lights

No. of mature street trees within a 360 degree viewshed (not including yard trees)
No. of overhangs (if any) within 10’ of the audit location

5. Vitality Livelihood and economic prosperity of the area
surrounding the bus stops; include presence of new
construction and other signs of economic health.

No. of vacancies, for sale, or for rent signs within a 360 degree viewshed
No. of signs of new development, buildings under construction, or renovation
Types of land uses observed

6. Connectivity The ability of a system to support uninterrupted,
easy pedestrian and bicycle circulation. It is a
measure of block size, number of intersections, and
morphology.

All observable modes of transportation:
Train                 Motorcycle            School bus         Car pooling
Light rail          Park and Ride        Bike share Bicycle

No. of streets with heavy traffic within a 360 degree viewshed
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Table 5. Explanatory Variables Used in Statistical Analysis

Bus stop variables tested

ADS = 1 if advertisement is present on bench and/or shelter; 0 otherwise
BENCH = 1 if the bus stop has a bench but no shelter; 0 otherwise
CARS = 1 if cars are parked near the bus stop; 0 otherwise
CURB = 1 if the street has a vertical curb at the stop; 0 otherwise
FURNITURE = number of different types of street furniture (newspaper boxes, telephones, etc.)
INTERSECTION = 1 if the bus stop is located at an intersection; 0 otherwise
RIDERS = number of users waiting at the stop
SETBACK = distance from the bus stop to the street edge (in feet)
SHADE = percentage of the bus stop area that is shaded
SHELTER = 1 if the bus stop has a shelter; 0 otherwise
TURNOUT = 1 if the bus stop has a turnout; 0 otherwise
WINDOWS = 1 if windows overlook the bus stop; 0 otherwise

Background variables tested

CROSSWALKS = total number of crosswalks visible in the background
LANES = total number of traffic lanes of abutting street
LIGHT = 3 if the background lighting is bright; 2 if it is average; 1 if it is dim
PASSERSBY = number of people visible in the background
SIDEWALK = 3 if sidewalk leading to bus stop is continuous; 2 if sidewalk is intermittent; 1 if no sidewalk
TRAFFIC = number of cars clearly visible on the abutting street
TREELINE = percentage of street frontage lined by trees

Land uses

MIXED = 1 if the background has mixed uses; 0 otherwise
NEIGHBORHOOD = 1 if the background has houses fronting on the street; 0 otherwise
OFFIND = 1 if the background has offices and/or industry; 0 otherwise
PARKLIKE = 1 if the background is a park or parklike; 0 otherwise
STOREFRONT = 1 if the background has stores fronting on the street; 0 otherwise
STRIP = 1 if the background has stores fronting on a parking lot; 0 otherwise
SUBDIVISION = 1 if the background has subdivisions backing up to the street; 0 otherwise
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transit. The Texas Transportation Institute metric, on the other hand, does not. These

considerations are important because they help us understand extraneous factors that can affect

transit performance and ridership. Placemaking will be discussed further in section 3.2.3.

Improvements to bus stops can and should be made through people-centric design as “considered

and meaningful stations designed for people could become important urban junctions that will

shape … urban centers and neighborhoods.” (Kido, 2013) A report by Village Well (2006)—a

placemaking agency in Melbourne—writes that train stations should be places for community

wellbeing and that “a public transport system that engages and communicates with its users

through inclusion, inspiration, beauty and creativity has the potential to positively impact on

people’s mental health and wellbeing.” Although not directly referring to bus stops, the message

from this statement can be extrapolated and applied to all forms of public transport stops/stations

due to their inherent communal characteristic.

3.2.1 Good Design and Recommended Features

As mentioned above, transit manuals and guidelines specifically design public transit stops to

ensure the efficiency of the urban transit system. Thus, various rules and parameters are defined

concerning aspects, such as “accessibility, lighting, transit signage, the dimension of curbsides,

landing pads and shelters, paving, etc.” (Brovarone, 2020). Although the above utilitarian

amenities represent an integral part of PTS design, it is worthwhile to examine design

approaches that go beyond functionality to create enjoyable places that consider the role of PTS

as urban public spaces. Table 6. provides an overview of the state of research regarding transit

shelter design in terms of good design, functional features, and placemaking features.
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Table 6. Overview of Current State of Research

Source Importance of Good Design Recommended Bus Stop
Features (Functional)

Recommended Bus Stop
Features (Placemaking)

Merrick, 2019 1. Allows customers to be comfortable.
2. Provides better safety and security.
3. Provides timely and accurate information.
4. Passengers and the community view these spaces as

part of the larger streetscape plan.

1. Street furniture
2. LED solar-powered lighting
3. Real-time passenger information

screens
4. Backlit signage
5. Station location identifiers

1. Street furniture
2. Station location

identifiers

Brabham,

Sanchez, &

Bartholomew,

2010

1. Protection from extreme weather (heat, cold, wind).
2. Bus stop as the first and only point of contact with

transit for many. It serves as advertising for all of a
transit agency’s service and helps generate or hurt
ridership and revenue through their appearance.

3. Poorly designed bus stops place hardships on some
users; may dissuade choice transit users from riding the
bus due to unnecessary inconvenience.

1. Attractive, safe, and comfortable shelter
2. Bicycle parking
3. Solar-powered lighting
4. Heating, ventilation, and air

conditioning (HVAC)
5. Touch screens that provide real-time

information, allow for Web browsing,
and facilitate message posting by patron

1. Real-time information

NACTO, 2016 1. Transit stops are more than a place to wait.
2. Investments in better stops can enhance the value of the

street with green infrastructure and small public spaces.
3. Improve rider perceptions of transit services.

1. Shade trees
2. (Transparent) Shelter
3. Places to sit/lean on
4. Nearby business activity
5. Branding/distinctive designs
6. Cluster stops with bike share stations,

car share, and for-hire vehicle zones
7. Universal design elements:

tactile/audible cues, color, lighting
8. Passenger information and wayfinding

elements
9. Transit curbs
10. Green infrastructure
11. Bike parking

1. Trees
2. Nearby business activity
3. Branding/distinctive

designs
4. Real-time passenger

information and
wayfinding elements

5. Green infrastructure
6. Human-scale lighting
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12. Passenger queue management
13. Human-scale lighting

APTA, 2012 1. Increased ridership and revenue
2. Improved user safety
3. Reduced costs for providing paratransit service
4. More efficient fixed-route transit service
5. Increased value of development

1. Pedestrian-scale landscaping
2. Wayfinding Elements/Signage

a. Transit service information
b. Signage to indicate the presence of

transit service
3. Amenities

a. Landing pad for boarding and
alighting

b. Connecting street / sidewalks /
pedestrian paths

c. Benches
d. Shelter
e. Lighting
f. Trash receptacles
g. Bicycle storage

1. Pedestrian-scale
landscaping

2. Wayfinding
elements/signage

3.2.3 Placemaking Principles, Concepts, and Considerations

The literature review so far has revealed that a good waiting environment at bus stops can be achieved through a synergy of functional

and placemaking elements. Now that we have an understanding on the importance of design and elements that constitute good bus

stop design, this section will delve into the specificity of placemaking and other design strategies that can complement and further

enhance bus stop design.
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Table 7. Placemaking and Other Design Strategies

Strategy Description Techniques and Examples Source(s)

Inclusive
Placemaking

Accessible/Universal design that
caters to individuals of all ages,
genders, and “differing
cognitive, sensory, physical, or
development abilities”.

1. Provide features that are at least ADA-compliant (e.g. tactile strips at
crosswalks, visual and auditory announcements about upcoming stops and
stations, color-contrast steps, etc.).

2. Consider safety features, wayfinding elements, and family-friendliness of design
(e.g. clear entrances and exits, creative programs like installation of community
book boxes, etc.).

Peinhardt &
Storring (2019)
Project Action
(2010)

Bio-/Micro-
climatic

Placemaking

Considerations for landscaping,
location, layout, building form,
and various other factors to
create climate-responsive
designs that provide thermal,
visual, and acoustic comfort, and
wind protection.

1. Strategic placement of design elements based on vernacular knowledge to create
a moderated microclimate that complements urban needs (e.g. 1. select suitable
plants based on climate: mature trees to reduce air temp; deciduous trees for
fairer climates—provide shade in summer and solar exposure in winter;
evergreens for year round benefits. Trees also act as audio, video, and wind
buffers; e.g. 2. orient structures based on wind and solar direction depending on
the goals to maximize or minimize benefits).

Day &
Gwilliam
(2019)
Zhang (2012)

Smart
Technology

Use of a self-operative and
corrective system that requires
little or no human intervention;
typically has three elements
(sensors, command and control
unit, and actuators) and three
basic functions (sensing,
processing and decision- making,
and acting).

1. Develop and utilize smart technology to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
increase the efficiency of transport operations
Mini Case Study: Singapore
1. Sensors at bus stops to detect hyper-localized environmental conditions to

optimize energy-smart performance.
2. Use of Airbitat2 technology to cool and purify air through a combination of

evaporative cooling system and filters.
3. Incorporation of advanced machine learning and sensors to adjust cooling

output based on ambient conditions and commuter traffic.
4. Cameras with computer vision and advanced analytics to monitor

suspicious activity.

A Better City
(2016)
Bhunia (2018)

Social
Sustainability

Development that encourages
social integration, with
improvements in the quality of
life for all segments of the
population.

1. Recognize public space as storytellers and proactively use them to acknowledge
the community (e.g. use displays/plaques to recognize the community and local
history while serving as didactic tools for public education).

2. Provide amenities based on community input to respond to their needs and
wants.

Peinhardt &
Storring (2019)
Polese & Stren
(2000)

2 For more information, please refer to this website: https://airbitat.com/
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Wayfinding
Systems

Connection of all elements of the
built environment with its users
to provide the best possible
experience.

1. Install information management systems to help travelers choose the best route
based on their preferences.

2. Develop an integrated multimodal public transport map to pair commuters with
a variety of transportation modes.

3. Equip bus stops with information display panels to provide real-time next-bus
arrival times, help manage waiting times, and help make informed travel
decisions.

A Better City
(2016)
Kumar Debnath,
Haque, Chin, &
Yuen (2011)

Transit System
Branding

Creation of a recognizable transit
service that communicates
permanence, integration, quality,
comfort and convenience;
encompasses or is accompanied
by marketing, advertising, and
communications (both internal
and external).

1. Visual, audible, and tactile branding of any touch point a customer has with the
transit system; includes everything from the name and logo of the agency itself
to signage, uniforms, electronic media, rolling stock, etc. (e.g. clearly identify
the transit agency and differentiate service types through use of color).

2. Active consideration of marketing and branding in the planning and engineering
process instead of leaving it as an afterthought. (e.g. transit agencies reflect on
their own core values as well as that of the service region and community).

A Better City
(2016)
City of Seattle
Department of
Transportation
(2012)
Stephens (2014)

Public Art Art installations in the public
realm that can (1) improve
waiting comfort of users, (2)
create unique and recognizable
stops, (3) enhance the
streetscape, and (4) create an
overall welcoming, safe and
secure place where to wait for
transit

1. Integrate art installations into neighborhoods to bring a sense of liveliness to
public spaces, create a community asset, and to reinforce a sense of ownership
and pride.

2. Signal to transit users that transit stops are gathering spaces and a public asset
by integrating community dialogue, history, and culture in art.

A Better City
(2016)
City of Seattle
Department of
Transportation
(2012)
Brovarone
(2020)

3.3 Application of Design Principles to Local Cases

This section will selectively apply the above strategies to two bus stops of different scales in Tucson to illustrate how placemaking

elements can be used to improve the stop and its immediate surroundings. The main criteria to select which strategy to implement will

simply be feasibility and needs, be it based on ridership volume, price point, availability of space, or other extraneous factors; bus stop

sites were selected based on proximity to the author to better observe the integration of stops to the surroundings.
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Site 1
Present Condition

Source: Author’s own
Location: 1418 E 4th Street

Site 1 Analysis
1. Pole-in-the-ground stop
2. No immediate amenities
3. Seating nearby (unclear if belongs to stop)
4. Not easily identifiable

Precedent Study

Source: Buchanan & Hovenkotter, 2018
Location: Portland, OR

Relevant Observations
1. Easily identifiable yet not out-of-place

with surroundings
2. Passenger comfort considered
3. Wayfinding elements present

Table 8. Proposed Approach for Site 1

Techniques Implementation

Wayfinding
Systems

QR Codes - Brings rider to transit website that provides timetable, route maps,
and real-time tracking information.

Physical
Timetable &

Maps

- Information is conveniently accessible to all.
- Inclusive to individuals without electronic devices.
- Can be designed to be accessible to those with sensory needs (e.g.

through incorporation of braille).

Branding Use of Color - Makes stop easily identifiable and recognizable.
- Helps differentiate types of routes that service the stop.

Inclusive
Placemaking

Tactile Strips/
Use of Color

- Provides visual and tactile cues for individuals with different
sensory needs.

Features Implementation

Shade Installation of small-scale shade structures atop the pole.

Seating Provide compact seating (e.g. Simme-Seat) to increase comfort of riders, especially the
youngest, oldest, and mobility-challenged.

Lighting Use of backlighting on pole signage to increase visibility and perception of safety
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Site 2
Present Condition

Source: Author’s own
Location: 1418 E 4th Street

Site 2 Analysis
1. Standardized bus stop design

constructed with metal:  (a) does
not match red-brick material of
surrounding university buildings
(not well integrated); (b) metal
retains heat and renders seats
almost unusable in the summer

2. Standard amenities present
3. Lack of wayfinding and lighting
4. Close proximity to fast traffic that

decreases sense of safety; produces
noise pollution, and turbulent wind

Precedent Study (A)

Source: Vasylchuk, 2014
Location: Philadelphia, PA

Relevant Observations
1. Combination of green infrastructure

and transparency.
2. Materials blend into background
3. Wayfinding elements present
4. Seats are folded into shade when

not in use; reduces solar absorption

Benefits of Green Roofs (Hirsh, 2019)
1. Facilitates rainwater harvesting
2. Reduces air pollution by absorbing

dust and other pollutants
3. Regulates ambient temperature
4. Mitigates noise pollution
5. Reduces stress and beautifies city
6. Increases biodiversity
7. Sequesters carbon

Precedent Study (B)

Source: Allen, 2014
Location: Tucson, AZ

Relevant Observations
1. Public art incorporated into stop

design
2. Stop is well integrated with

neighborhood design
3. Creates sense of place and

beautifies immediate surroundings

Benefits of Public Art (FTA, 2006)
1. Adds a human dimension to transit
2. Assuage community concerns about

disruptions of transit construction
3. Improve passenger comfort and

safety
4. Reinforce spirit and identity of

cities/towns
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Table 9 Proposed Approach for Site 2

Techniques Implementation

Bio-climatic
Placemaking

Material
Choice

- Consider solar gain, albedo, reflectivity, and other thermal attributes to
avoid unnecessary heat gain or glare (Zhang, 2012).

- Adaptive approach: Line metal seats with an insulative layer (e.g.
composite fiberglass) to reduce heat gain and increase thermal comfort

Green
Infrastructure

- Installation of green roofs and green walls with native or
drought-resistant vegetation

- Use small shrubs as bollards as well as wind/sound breaks to increase
comfort while waiting for the bus

Public Art Metal Art - Install metal panels with design incorporated into the perforations
- Paint over mesh backing of bus stop

Wayfinding
Systems

QR Codes - Brings rider to transit website that provides timetable, route maps, and
real-time tracking information.

Physical
Timetable &

Maps

- Information is conveniently accessible to all.
- Inclusive to individuals without electronic devices.
- Can be designed to be accessible to those with sensory needs (e.g.

through incorporation of braille).

Features Implementation

Traffic
Shielding
(Bollards)

Option 1 Option 2

Source: Costco, n.d. Source: Architonic, n.d.
Bollards as lighting Bollards as green infrastructure

Lighting

Source: Dry, 2014
Ambient lighting (instead of spotlighting) to

increase perception of safety while minimizing glare
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4 Challenges

Installations of placemaking elements can sometimes be at a financial disadvantage compared to

traditional standardized elements at bus stops. For example, installations of green roofs (on any

surface, not just bus stops) have “a higher initial cost because of their installation and the

materials required” and require greater maintenance for a period of time—leading to a longer

payback period (Payne, Sullivan, & Paseka, 2013). The solution here is to ensure that all bus

stops with green roofs are to be installed with revenue-generating advertisements to fund

subsequent projects. To further lower installation costs, community members or students can be

engaged to contribute to the project with numerous other benefits, such as increased sense of

ownership/pride, community building, increased commitment to maintain the installation in

terms of weeding and watering the green roof (Payne, Sullivan, & Paseka, 2013).

Another example would be the high cost of electrifying shelters to provide real-time information,

where transit authorities in Portland, Oregon are moving away from such installations (Buchanan

& Hovenkotter, 2018). The use of QR codes in this case would be an effective and financially

feasible option to provide relevant user information. Art or graphic elements by local artists can

also be incorporated into the QR code design to increase visual engagement and beautify the

immediate area while supporting small businesses (Entro, n.d.). Thus, placemaking can be made

affordable and cost-effective through various creative approaches while ensuring its social,

economic, and environmental sustainability.

5 Conclusion

This study aimed to explore the definition of a good bus stop, the importance of good design at
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bus stops, placemaking design elements, and applications of alternative design principles and

techniques to bus stops in Tucson to improve user experience.

These topics are significant because previous studies have shown that bus stop design plays an

important role in maintaining and increasing ridership by improving public perception of transit.

Improvements in the immediate physical urban environment can also encourage other modes of

active transportation. Methodology for this study involved a literature review and an analysis of

pilot study findings at the University of Arizona. Application of design strategies and techniques

to selected cases in Tucson were then used to illustrate the extent of feasible improvements in a

local context.

Findings from this study informs us that a good bus stop incorporates functionality, livability,

and aesthetics. Functionality allows the public transit system to function at maximum efficiency;

livability and aesthetics considers the social aspects of a place, public perception of transit, and

by extension, plays a role in maintaining and increasing ridership. Good design will then factor

in all three attributes to reach the ultimate goal of creating a bus stop that is desirable to the

general public. Seven different placemaking techniques were discussed above with regards to

enhancing bus stop design. As can be seen in the application to local cases, however, some

placemaking techniques are more feasible than others especially in the context of economic

feasibility and space constraints.

To address difficulties in implementation, transit and design agencies must find ways to

economically sustain the addition of placemaking elements. The installation of creative elements
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and techniques may require creative approaches, but it may also yield unexpected benefits. Thus,

difficulties in implementation should not be used by agencies to shirk their larger commitment to

the community in terms of creating an excellent public place.

The bus stop is a complex yet rarely studied space full of opportunity. This study hopes to show

that novel approaches in placemaking design can improve the user and waiting experience at bus

stops, and turn transit zones into coveted community spaces rather than zones of lower value.
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